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West Kootenay Minor Hockey Association 

SCOREKEEPERS HELP LIST 

AGG..................aggressor    HKG..................hooking 
BCH..................body checking    HO...........................holding 
BE.....................butt ending    HP...........................handling the puck 
BM...................bench minor    HS............................high sticking 
BRS...................broken stick    IEQUIP.....................illegal equipment 
BRD...................boarding    INT...........................interference 
CC.....................cross check    KNEE........................kneeing 
CFB...................checking from behind   LPB..........................leaving the penalty box 
CHG..................charging    MATCH....................match penalty 
DG.....................delay of game    MISC....................... misconduct (10 min) 
ELB....................elbowing    RAW........................roughing after the whistle 
FGB...................failure to go to bench   RO...........................roughing 
FI.......................fighting     SP............................spearing 
FOP....................falling on the puck   SL............................slashing 
GEJEC................game ejection    TMM.......................too many men 
GLC...................goalie leaving crease   TR............................tripping 
GM...................game misconduct   TS............................throwing stick 
GROSS..............gross misconduct   USC..........................unsportsman like conduct 
HC.....................head contact 

 
*HC* this can be called as a minor, double minor or a major penalty. They will be written as follows for stop/run 
time. A minor HC penalty is written as 2min stop time/3min run time. A double minor HC penalty is written as 
2+2min stop time/3+3 min run time. A major HC penalty is written as 5min and a GM for stop or run time. 
 
*CFB* comes with an Automatic Game Misconduct (GM). Enter CFB on one line and GM on the next. Another 
player must sit the penalty time for the CFB penalty. No one serves the GM. 
 
*3 Stick Infraction Rule* If a player receives three (3) of the following penalties in a game the scorekeeper must 
Notify the Referee. The penalties are HS, CC, SL, SP, and BE. As a result of the third stick infraction the player 
will receive a Game Ejection penalty. Enter the GEJEC on the game sheet. 
 
*Coincidental Penalties* Are when both teams receive Equal Penalty Time at the same stoppage of play. Write 
them on the score sheet as with other penalties, but coincidental penalties are not entered on the score clock. 
Players sitting coincidental penalties must sit their time and wait for a stoppage of play (whistle) before they 
may leave the penalty box. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS ON THE SCORESHEET 
 
Scoring: (P) period, (TIME) time of goal, (SC) player’s # who scored, (ASST) player’s # who assisted 
 
Penalties: (PER) period,  (NO) for the player # who is penalized, (SERV) for players serving the penalty,  
(OFFENCE) penalty call,  (MIN) length of penalty 2-5 min, etc. , (OFF) time on clock player came off the ice,  
(START) time penalty actually starts, (ON) time player returns to ice. 
  


